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1 Introduction

The Window and Door Designer add-on module principally comprises two separate components.
Firstly, the standalone program for constructing the windows, and secondly, the ARCON 3D
add-on which is a new Window and Door Designer macro dialog box.

The underlying concept in the Window and Door Designer is the creation of what are known as
window macros. Window macros are files which contain descriptions of the structure of a window
and its parameters. The files created can be opened and edited at any time using the Window
Designer, which means that the parameters can be changed at a later stage. Virtually any window
type can be constructed using this add-on module.

Before the windows can be used in ARCON 3D, the window macros must be available at a
permanently defined location within the ARCON 3D directory structure. The procedure is described
in the section Transferring the Window macros to ARCON 3D.
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2 Start Assistant

When starting the program you will be presented with the Start Assistant dialog box. 

You can specify either a window or door construction and also assign a name to the macro. The
characteristics of the component will be determined by your selection of a window or door. If
neither is selected the characteristics are taken to be that of a window.

Note: If you save a Door macro into the window directory or a window into the doors
directory, ARCON 3D will ignore these macros.

The Start Assistant dialog box is nor activated if you open an existing macro.
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3 Menu bar

File menu

New menu option

Creates a new, empty file with a standard grid of 3x3 coordinate fields. Any unsaved changes to a
file already open can first be saved., note 

Open... menu option

Opens the standard Windows Open file dialog box which can be used to open window macros
which have already been created. Any unsaved changes to a file already open can first be saved

The default file extension for window macros is .afm. Following installation a selection of
ready-made macros can be found in the directory: <Eleco
folder>\Program\Standard\Window\Macros .

Save menu option

Saves the current window. If a newly created file has not yet been saved, the Save as dialog box
will be displayed automatically.

The default extension for window macros is .afm.

A thumbnail image of the macro is also produced for use by ARCON 3D.

The list box will allow you to specify either an ARCON 3D window macro or an ARCON 3D door
macro, which will automatically direct the macro to the correct directory.

Note: The selection of a door or window type macro at this stage will not alter the
characteristics of the macro. If you save a door macro into the window directory or a window
into the doors directory, ARCON 3D will ignore these macros.

Save as... menu option

Opens the standard Windows Save as dialog box in which a new door or window macro can be
assigned a filename or an existing Door or  window macro can be saved under a different
filename.

The default extension for window macros is .afm.

A thumbnail image of the macro is also produced for use by ARCON 3D.

The list box will allow you to specify either an ARCON 3D window macro or an ARCON 3D Door
macro, which will automatically direct the macro to the correct directory.

Note: The selection of a door or window type macro at this stage will not alter the
characteristics of the macro. If you save a door macro into the window directory or a window
into the doors directory, ARCON 3D will ignore these macros.

Exit menu option

Closes the application. Unsaved changes to an opened file can be saved first.

Edit menu

Grid... menu option

This command opens the Edit grid dialog box. This dialog box can be used to specify the number
of fields in the grid, and the grid spacing.

This dialog box can also be opened by right-clicking the  button in the standard toolbar.

Frame/trim... menu option
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This command opens the Edit frame/trim dialog box. In this dialog box you can specify the width
and thickness of the window frame and hide all frame components.

The dialog box can also be opened using the Edit frame  button in the standard toolbar.

Properties... menu option

This command opens the Edit parameters dialog box. This dialog box can be used to specify the

macro type and a logical name for the current macro, which is different to the filename. This logical

name for the macro is displayed in the  Eleco 3D Window and Door Designer macro dialog box. If

the macro is not assigned a logical name, the filename is displayed in its place.

If the Use preset parapet wall height selection is used, then the value entered in parapet wall
height is transferred with the macro to ARCON 3D.

The selection of the window or door options affects the design. With doors the lower part of the
frame is removed and the default frame width set to 40 mm. These adjustments will not affect
elements already placed.

View menu

Standard toolbar menu option

Displays or hides the standard toolbar.

Construction toolbar menu option

Displays or hides the Construction toolbar. 

Status bar menu option

Shows or hides the status bar.

Show all menu option

This command adjusts the window display for the current size of the program window.

Zoom in menu option

Enlarges the current window display.

Zoom out menu option

Reduces the current window display.

Update menu option

Updates the current window display, i.e. the display is re-drawn without affecting the properties of
the window.

Help menu

Contents menu option

Loads the contents page of the help file.

About menu option

Opens a dialog box containing information about the program. This dialog box also contains the
current version number.

SEE ALSO:

Edit frame dialog box

Edit grid dialog box
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Edit parameters dialog box
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4 Toolbars

Standard toolbar

Corresponds to the File - New menu.

Corresponds to the File - Open menu.

Corresponds to the File - Save menu.

Switches grid/construction axes on and off. Right-clicking on this button corresponds to the Edit - Grid... menu.

Corresponds to the Edit - Frame... menu.

Shows or hides the numbering for the frame components.

Shows or hides the numbering for the panel components.

Shows or hides the numbering for the dimension lines.

Shows or hides the names for the dimension lines.

Corresponds to the View - Show all menu.

Corresponds to the View - Zoom in menu.

Corresponds to the View - Zoom out menu.

Construction toolbar

Pressing the  button switches the Window and Door Designer into selection mode. In this mode
you can use the left mouse button to select a panel, vertical bars, horizontal bars, frame
components and dimension lines, in order to change their properties. In addition, selected
dimension lines can be moved by holding down the left mouse button.

The buttons , , ,  , ,   and  are used to select and activate one of the available
basic panel types for the construction. More information on this can be found on Basic panel types.

The  button is used to create vertical bars and horizontal bars. Further information on
positioning vertical bars and horizontal bars can be found on Creating vertical /horizontal
bars/frame components.

The  button is used to create what are known as frame components. These are additional parts
of the frame which can be fitted onto existing panel frame components 

The icons , , and  allow you to place hinges and handles onto doors and windows. The 
icon allows you to define an aperture a door. 

 indicates that dimension lines from axis to axis are being constructed. Pressing this button

changes the mode and the   button indicates that the dimension lines from axis to frame corner
point are being constructed. The mode is changed each time the button is pressed 

For creating dimension lines, the following buttons are provided:  for horizontal,  for vertical

and  and  for the respective horizontal and vertical cantered measurements. More information
on the parameterisation of windows can be found on 

SEE ALSO:

Frame components

Positioning mode

Dimension lines types
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5 Creating Window and Door Macros

General procedure

The construction process is based around the panel, i.e. a window primarily comprises a number
of window panels, and a door primarily comprises a number of door panels. The central element is
the grid. The grid is used to position the individual panels so that they cover one or more grid
fields. If an axis on the grid is moved, the sizes of the neighboring panels are also changed.

The number of fields in the grid can be changed (currently a maximum of 10x10 fields) and the
size of the grid can be edited in the Grid dialog box.

The procedure for creating window macros is divided into three main steps:

· Set the grid size

· Position the components on the grid

· Position the dimension lines

In detail this means:

Step
1:

First decide how large the grid for your window needs to be. Ideally, one panel should fill one
grid field. This is not always possible, of course (e.g. a fanlight in a two-panel window), but
this should be the aim.

In addition, the grid should already have relevant window dimensions specified for it. This
makes it easier to use and parameterize the macro later on.

The procedure for adjusting the grid to your requirements is described in the section Edit
grid dialog box 

Step
2:

After this preparation work you can start to position the components. A selection of elements
available for use can be found in the Construction toolbar, which is normally located at the
left-hand edge of the working area. If this toolbar is not displayed, it can be called up using
the View - Construction toolbar,  menu option.

The panel forms the basic framework for macro. The procedure for creating the panels is
described in the Creating a panel section. 

The construction can also be added to by using frame components within the panel and by
using vertical bars/horizontal bars between the panels, which are not generated in the
automatic calculation of the window frame.

 More information on this can be found in the section Creating vertical bars/horizontal
bars/frame components. 

Step
3:

Once all the components have been generated, you can start positioning the dimension
lines. If one of these dimension lines is defined for a specific dimension or for a specific
distance, this value can be modified later on using parameterization in ARCON 3D.

Note: If you try to add or remove a panel after creating dimension lines, all the dimension
lines will be deleted.

If you select  a dimension line function in the Construction toolbar, the dimensions for height
and width are generated automatically. These are a critical factor for the full functionality of
the window macros in ARCON 3D and must not be deleted.

A more detailed description on how to set dimension lines can be found in the section 
Creating dimension lines.

SEE ALSO
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Edit grid dialog box

Creating a panel

Creating vertical/horizontal bars/frame components

Creating fittings

Creating apertures

Creating dimension lines

Transferring the window macros to ARCON 3D

Expanding the bar layout catalog

5.1 Creating a panel

Basic panel types

Rectangle: This type is a simple rectangular panel. Only the width and height can be changed.
It is a simplified variant of the Free rectangle basic shape.

Free
rectangle: 

This is a rectangular panel. All four corner points can be moved as required. This
means that irregular window shapes and even diamond-shaped windows can be
created.

Free arch: This basic shape allows users to create an arch or an arch segment. This means
that a multi-panel arch-shaped window can be created using several of these
elements. The position of the shape can be specified for the top and/or bottom,
which means that circular windows can also be created using this type. The arch
may have a circular or basket-shaped arch design.

Half arch: This is a simplified variant of the Free arch basic shape. The position of the shape
can be specified for the top and/or bottom, and a circle or basket shape can be
selected. In addition, this element can be mirrored vertically.

Circle/ellips
e: 

This purely round basic shape can only be changed in height and width, like the
basic rectangle. This means that circles and ellipse shapes can be created.

Free
pointed
arch:

This will allow the creation of a pointed arch or a segment of a pointed arch. The
curvature of the pointed arch is defined by the line length and an angle.

Half
pointed
arch: 

This is a simplified version of the Free pointed arch. This can also be mirrored
vertically.

The procedure for creating a panel on the grid is basically the same for all types. However, a
special dialog box, modified for the type being used, is displayed.

First select the required panel type in the Construction toolbar:

 Basic shape Rectangle

Left-click in the middle of a grid field or alternatively click on two neighbouring grid intersection
points in succession to set the panel in one or more grid fields. If the panel has been successfully
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generated, the Properties dialog box for that panel will be displayed automatically for further
editing. More detailed information on editing this panel type can be found in the section Rectangle
type - panel properties dialog box. 

 Basic shape Free rectangle

Left-click in the middle of a grid field or alternatively click on two neighbouring grid intersection
points in succession to set the panel in one or more grid fields. If the panel has been successfully
generated, the Properties dialog box for that panel will be displayed automatically for further
editing. This dialog box is also used to define the slope of the rectangular shape. More detailed
information on editing this panel type can be found in the section Free rectangle type - panel
properties dialog box.

 Basic shape Free arch

Left-click two neighboring grid intersection points in succession, which define the area where the
panel is to be generated. It is not possible to click in the middle of a grid field for this panel type.
First the bottom left, then the bottom right point for the shaped panel you want to create must then
be entered.

Small orange-colored markers on the possible grid intersection points will then be displayed,
according to the grid size. The intersection point currently selected is marked by a red marker. If
you can only see a red marker, there are no further selection options and this point simply needs to
be confirmed with a single-click. Otherwise, the red mark can be moved to another intersection
point by moving the mouse pointer onto another intersection point. The dotted panel shape here
indicates the effect of this on the panel to be generated.

When both these additional points have been entered, and the panel has been successfully
created, the Properties dialog box will be automatically displayed for further editing. More detailed
information on editing this panel type can be found in the section Free arch type - panel properties
dialog box.

 Basic shape Half arch

Left-click in the middle of a grid field or alternatively click on two neighbouring grid intersection
points in succession to set the panel in one or more grid fields. If the panel has been successfully
generated, the Properties dialog box for that panel will be displayed automatically for further
editing. More detailed information on editing this panel type can be found in the section Half arch
type - panel properties dialog box.

 Basic shape Circle/ellipse

Left-click in the middle of a grid field or alternatively click on two neighbouring grid intersection
points in succession to set the panel in one or more grid fields. If the panel has been successfully
generated, the Properties dialog box for that panel will be displayed automatically for further
editing. More detailed information on editing this panel type can be found in the section 
Circle/ellipse type - panel properties dialog box

Basic shape Free pointed arch

Left-click two neighbouring grid intersection points in succession, which define the area where the
panel is to be generated. It is not possible to click in the middle of a grid field for this panel type.
First the bottom left, then the bottom right point for the shaped panel you want to create must then
be entered.

Small orange-colored markers on the possible grid intersection points will then be displayed,
according to the grid size. The intersection point currently selected is marked by a red marker. If
you can only see a red marker, there are no further selection options and this point simply needs to
be confirmed with a single-click. Otherwise, the red mark can be moved to another intersection
point by moving the mouse pointer onto another intersection point. The dotted panel shape here
indicates the effect of this on the panel to be generated.

When both these additional points have been entered, and the panel has been successfully
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created, the Properties dialog box will be automatically displayed for further editing. More detailed
information on editing this panel type can be found in the section Free pointed arch type - panel
properties dialog box.

 Basic shape Half pointed arch

Left-click in the middle of a grid field or alternatively click on two neighbouring grid intersection
points in succession to set the panel in one or more grid fields. If the panel has been successfully
generated, the Properties dialog box for that panel will be displayed automatically for further
editing. More detailed information on editing this panel type can be found in the section Half
pointed arch type - panel properties dialog box.

Fill and arrangement types

Each panel can be assigned one of the following fill types individually:

Glass: a glass panel is generated with the specified thickness.

Solid: a wood in-fill section is generated with the specified thickness.

Slats: the panel is filled with slats; the thickness and width of the slats can be defined.

In addition to this, the opening arrangement can be specified for each panel, as well as one of the
following opening methods:

· Fixed

· Rotating panel, hung on left or right

· Tilt frame

· Folding

· Rotate tilt

· Rotate

· Pivot

· Reversible

· Sliding panel, vertical, hung on top or bottom

· Sliding panel, horizontal, hung on left or right

· Sliding 

· Sliding tilting

· Folding 

· Swing

5.2 Creating vertical/horizontal bars/frame components

Vertical/horizontal bars

No vertical bars or horizontal bars are generated during the automatic process for calculating the
window frame. These need to be generated manually as required.
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To do this, first click the  button in the Construction toolbar. Then click on two intersection points
in succession, between which the vertical bars or horizontal bars are to be positioned. Once the
first intersection point has been selected, a preview cursor is displayed as a graphical aid, similar
to the procedure for construction panels.

Vertical bars and horizontal bars are generated using the current frame width and thickness. To
change these dimensions, either double-click the relevant component or select it using the right
mouse button and select the Properties command in the context menu which is displayed.

Frame components

To generate a frame component, first click on the  button in the Construction toolbar. Then click
on the panel component to which you want to add the frame component. Frame components can
not be added to window frames. When the mouse pointer is being moved over the window
construction, the components which a frame component can be added to are automatically
highlighted graphically.

5.3 Creating fittings

General 

You can add hinges and handle fittings to each panel. They are viewed within the Window and
Door Designer only as 2D symbols. When viewed within ARCON 3D you can assign a 3D ARCON
3D object to each fitting.

Hinges

To create a hinge, click on the hinge icon. If you now move the mouse cursor over a glazed area
of a panel, this area becomes highlighted. This indicates that the hinge can placed. Click onto the
panel. The hinge will appear automatically and the Fittings properties dialog box is then activated.
Further details can be found in the section Fittings properties. 

Window handles

To create a window handle, click on the window handle icon . If you now move the mouse
cursor over a glazed area of a panel, this area becomes highlighted. This indicates that the window
handle can placed. Click onto the panel. The window handle will appear automatically and the 
Fittings properties dialog box is then activated. Further details can be found in the section
Fittings properties

Door handles

To create a door handle, click on the door handle icon . If you now move the mouse cursor over
a glazed area of a panel, this area becomes highlighted. This indicates that the door handle can
placed. Click onto the panel. The door handle will appear automatically and the Fittings properties
dialog box is then activated. Further details can be found in the section Fittings properties dialog
box.

5.4 Creating apertures

To create an aperture in a panel you should click on the Aperture icon . If you now move the
mouse cursor over a glazed area of a panel, this area becomes highlighted. This indicates that the
aperture can placed. Click onto the panel. The aperture will appear automatically and the Fittings
properties dialog box is then activated. Further details can be found in the section Fittings
properties dialog box.
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5.5 Creating dimension lines

General

The dimension lines can be used to specify which dimensions can be changed when using the
macro later on. The following points must be observed here:

The dimension lines for width and height must always be present.

A dimension line always starts from an axis intersection point and can either be fixed from another
axis intersection or a frame corner point.

Multiple dimension lines can originate from an axis intersection, but an axis intersection or frame
corner can only ever be fixed to a dimension lines.

The distance between a dimension lines and the relevant axis can be modified by clicking and
dragging it, once it has been created, or modified numerically using the Properties dialog box for
the dimension lines. It does not affect the function of the dimension lines.

Similarly, the name for a dimension lines does not affect the function of the dimension lines and is
used solely for improved usability of the window macro.

The direction in which a dimension lines is generated, is not important. However, you will notice
that in the Window and Door Designer you may need to enter negative dimension lines lengths. In
the subsequent parameterisation process in the ARCON 3D Door or window macro this is not
necessary, however, as all dimensions entered are positive.

Positioning mode

In order to determine whether the dimension line to be generated relates to a corner point or to an

axis intersection, press either button  or .

Indicates that the dimension line to be generated relates to axis intersections.

Indicates that the dimension line to be generated relates to frame corner points.

Dimension line types

Horizontal dimension line

This dimension line can be used to change the horizontal distance between an axis intersection
point and another axis intersection point or frame corner point.

Click in succession on both points to set the dimension lines. Then specify the distance of the
dimension lines to the relevant axis and confirm with the left mouse button.

Vertical dimension line

This dimension line can be used to change the vertical distance between an axis intersection point
and another axis intersection point or frame corner point.

Click in succession on both points to set the dimension lines. Then specify the distance of the
dimension lines to the relevant axis and confirm with the left mouse button.

Horizontal, centered dimension line

This dimension line can be used to change the horizontal distance between two axis intersection
points or frame corner points centrally, in relation to a third axis intersection point.

To set the dimension lines, first click on the relevant axis intersection point and then on the two
variable points in succession. Then specify the distance of the dimension lines to the relevant axis
and confirm with the left mouse button.
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Vertical, centered dimension line

This dimension line can be used to change the vertical distance between two axis intersection
points or frame corner points centrally, in relation to a third axis intersection point.

To set the dimension lines, first click on the relevant axis intersection point and then on the two
variable points in succession. Then specify the distance of the dimension lines to the relevant axis
and confirm with the left mouse button.

5.6 Transferring the window macros to ARCON 3D

In order to be able to use the window macros you have created with the ARCON 3D Window and
Door Designer macro, the window macro files need to be saved in the directory: <Eleco
folder>\Program\Standard\Window\Macros\

The door macro files need to be saved in the directory: <Eleco
folder>\Program\Standard\Doors\Macros\

Within these directories you can set up your own directory structure as required. Navigation within
these sub-directories is then carried out using the Window and Door Designer macro dialog box.

5.7 Expanding the bar layout catalog

After installation, the bar layouts are located in the directory <Eleco
folder>\Program\Standard\Bars\ and is based on a simple text format. Under the same name
there is also always a 64x64 pixel 256 color bitmap, which is displayed as a preview in the bar
layout selection dialog box. If this bitmap is not present, a single question mark will be displayed.

The position of the bars is given in a standard square. The position of the bars is then converted
onto the glass opening in the selected panel when the bar layout is loaded.

Each bar layout has a General section. The following keywords are permissible in this section:

Range = specifies the division for the standard square. For millimetres, the value 1000 should
be specified.

Scaling = [optional] specifies whether or not the bar layout is scaled.

Width = width of the bars 

Thickness = thickness of the bars

Zshift = Zshift for 3D display

A(1...n)=1,2,3,4: 1 = X-coordinate at the start point

2 = Y-coordinate at the start point

3 = X-coordinate at the end point

4 = Y-coordinate at the end point

D(1...n)=1,2,3,5: 1 = X-coordinate at the start point

2 = Y-coordinate at the start point

3 = angle of rotation

4 = length

The keyword Scaling is normally only of interest for a star-shaped bar shape (which should be set
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to '0' in this case) and can generally be omitted (standard setting is then '1').
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6 Dialog Boxes

Rectangle type - panel properties dialog box

Free rectangle type - panel properties dialog box

Free arch type - panel properties dialog box

Half arch type - panel properties dialog box

Circle/ellipse type - panel properties dialog box

Free pointed arch type - panel properties dialog box

Half pointed arch type - panel properties dialog box

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

Component properties dialog box

Fittings properties dialog box

Aperture parameters dialog box

Dimension properties dialog box

Edit grid dialog box

Edit frame dialog box/trim dialog box

Edit parameters dialog box

6.1 Rectangle type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the 
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Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the Creating a panel section.

The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the window macro.
The default setting can also be transferred.

The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
dimensions of a panel are generated automatically based on the grid size.

The settings for the panel frame do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame components, i.e. these values are used for
Creating new components, e.g. frame components. This means the Apply button can be used to
delete all the panel frame components and generate new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.2 Free rectangle type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the 
Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the section Creating a panel.

The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the window macro.
The default setting can also be transferred.
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The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
dimensions of a panel are generated automatically from the grid size.

The Form data can be used to slope the corners of the rectangle. This can be carried out using
values in both the x and y directions. The Fix setting determines whether or not the value specified
is to be scaled accordingly when the Overall dimensions are changed later on (in the Window
and Door Designer or in the parameterisation process).

The settings for the panel frame do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame parts, i.e. these values are used for creating new
components, e.g. frame components. The Apply button can therefore be used to delete all the
panel frame components and generate new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.3 Free arch type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the 
Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the section Creating a panel.

The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the Window macro.
The default setting can also be transferred.

The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
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dimensions of a panel are generated automatically from the grid size. The width specified here
relates to the shaping arch (diagram: l + b + r).

A position can be defined in the dimensions for top and/or bottom. The Width value corresponds
to the width of the panel to be generated (diagram: b).

The values under Position are used to control the relationship between the shaped and the actual
arch (diagram: le or ri).

Curved specifies the position of the arch center point (see diagram).

The settings for the panel frame do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame parts, i.e. these values are used for creating new
components, e.g. frame components. The Apply button can therefore be used to delete all the
panel frame components and generate new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.4 Half arch type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the 
Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the section Creating a panel.

The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the window macro.
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The default setting can also be transferred.

The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
dimensions of a panel are generated automatically from the grid size.

A position can be defined in the dimensions for top and/or bottom.

The Mirror setting can be used to create a mirror image of the entire panel (see diagram).

Curved specifies the position of the arch center point (see diagram).

The settings for the panel do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame parts, i.e. these values are used for creating new
components, e.g. frame components.

The Apply button can therefore be used to delete all the panel frame components and generate
new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.5 Circle/ellipse type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the 
Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the section Creating a panel.
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The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the window macro.
The default setting can also be transferred.

The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
dimensions of a panel are generated automatically from the grid size.

The settings for the panel frame do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame parts, i.e. these values are used for creating new
components, e.g. frame components. The Apply button can therefore be used to delete all the
panel frame components and generate new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.6 Free pointed arch type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the 
Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the section Creating a panel.

The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the window macro.
The default setting can also be transferred.

The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
dimensions of a panel are generated automatically from the grid size. The width specified here
relates to the shaping arch (diagram: l + b + r).
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A position can be defined in the dimensions for top and/or bottom. The Width value corresponds
to the width of the panel to be generated (diagram: b).

The values under Position are used to control the relationship between the shaped and the actual
arch (diagram: le or ri).

Curved specifies the position of the arch center point (see diagram).

The settings for the panel frame do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame parts, i.e. these values are used for creating new
components, e.g. frame components. The Apply button can therefore be used to delete all the
panel frame components and generate new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.7 Half pointed arch type - panel properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking the glass opening in a panel with the left
mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the
Properties command from that menu.

Instructions on how to construct a panel of this type can be found in the section Creating a panel.

The Name for this panel is used solely for identifying it more easily later on in the window macro.
The default setting can also be transferred.

The Overall dimensions cannot be edited and are used solely for checking purposes. The
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dimensions of a panel are generated automatically from the grid size.

A position can be defined in the dimensions for top and/or bottom.

The Mirror setting can be used to create a mirror image of the entire panel (see diagram).

Curved specifies the position of the arch center point (see diagram).

The settings for the panel do not have a direct effect on the existing components, but simply
change the standard dimensions of panel frame parts, i.e. these values are used for creating new
components, e.g. frame components.

The Apply button can therefore be used to delete all the panel frame components and generate
new components using the modified values.

The Open first setting currently has no function in the Window and Door Designer itself. If this
setting is used, it will only affect the 2D view display in Construction mode of ARCON 3D. It defines
which panel would open first for overlapping panels.

The As door element is used by ARCON 3D to identify windows and doors within a mixed door
and window macro.

SEE ALSO:

Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

6.8 Fill tab - panel properties dialog box

The Properties dialog box for all panel types have a Fill tab. This tab is used to specify the type of
fill-in for the panel.

This is normally a simple glass pane. However, the Solid option can be used to assign any
material. This can then be specified when using the Window or Door macro in ARCON 3D.

It is also possible to define different textures or materials for inside and outside in ARCON 3D.
This means that in theory, Glass could also be assigned as the fill-in material using simple drag &
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drop in the ARCON 3D Design mode.

The most important parameter on this dialog box tab is the Depth. This value is specified once
only and is not used for later parameterisation.

The Slats are defined singly across the width, i.e. the number of slats is produced by the glass
opening and the slat thickness.

6.9 Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box

The dialog box for all basic shape types have a tab for setting the arrangement.

The Opening direction specifies the direction in which the window can be opened.

The Panel type determines the way in which the window is opened. This currently only affects the
display in the Window and Door Designer and Window macro dialog box in ARCON 3D.

If the panel does not have a panel frame or a fill other than Glass, no settings can be made on this
tab.

6.10 Component properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking a vertical bar, horizontal bar or frame
component with the left mouse button or by opening the context menu using the right mouse
button and selecting the Properties command from that menu.
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Instructions on how to construct vertical bars, horizontal bars and frame components can be found
in the section Creating vertical/horizontal bars/frame components.

The Type section displays whether the component is a vertical bar/horizontal bar or frame
component.

The individual parameters which can be changed in this dialog box are the width and depth of the
relevant component.

6.11 Fittings properties dialog box

You can activate this dialog box by left clicking on a panel after selecting a hinge or handle icon, or
by selecting the properties entry on the context menu activated when you right click on a place
hinge or handle.

The section Type, indicates the fitting type, i.e. hinge, window handle or door handle.

The Reference point to panel, allows you to specify where on the panel you would like to locate
the fitting item. The current reference point is indicated in red. You can also change the Reference
point to object. Move and rotate allows you to modify the angle and position by supplying an
angle or offset. (Positive values represent a clockwise direction).
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6.12 Aperture parameters dialog box

You can activate this dialog box by double clicking on an aperture or by selecting the properties
entry on the context menu activated when you right click on an aperture.

From the General tab you can define the aperture shape and size. 

Polygon apertures can be loaded from a txt file. You can find an example Testpolygon.txt in the
directory <Eleco folder>\Program\Standard\Window\Macros.

6.13 Dimension properties dialog box

This dialog box is accessed either by double-clicking a dimension line with the left mouse button or
by opening the context menu using the right mouse button and selecting the Properties command
from that menu.

A more detailed description on how to set parameters for windows can be found in the section 
Creating dimension lines.

Name is used to identify the window during parameterisation later on. It is a good idea to choose
an appropriate name to maintain a better overview. However, the default setting can be kept.
Dimension lines with the same name are always changed together in ARCON 3D and cannot be
set individually.

The main parameter Length can be changed. Remember that this value can be both positive and
negative in the Window Designer. Depending on the input, it may be essential that this value is
negative. The notes on setting parameters for windows must therefore be observed (see above).
When working with Window macros in ARCON 3D, only positive values can normally be used and
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converted automatically.

Distance is important only for displaying the dimension lines and can also be changed manually by
moving the measurement lines directly. It is advisable to keep the default setting.

6.14 Edit grid dialog box

This dialog box is opened using the Edit - Grid... menu or by right-clicking the  button.

This dialog box allows you to zoom in on the construction area in a grid of up to 10 x 10 axis fields,
and to change the distances between the axes. Superfluous axes are automatically deleted when
a Door or Window macro is saved.

To do this, click on the arrow buttons under No. of fields or enter the relevant value directly.

The distances are entered into the relevant fields x1, x2, etc. or y1, y2, etc. The fields are
numbered starting from the bottom left-hand corner.

6.15 Edit frame/trim dialog box

This dialog box is opened by clicking the  button.

The dialog box is used to specify the width and thickness of the frame components which have
been automatically generated. This means that existing vertical bars and horizontal bars are not
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affected by these values.

If necessary, the entire frame can be removed by unchecking the With frame check box. In this
case, however, any vertical bars and horizontal bars also disappear.

6.16 Edit parameters dialog box

This dialog box is activated from then Edit - Properties… menu entry. This dialog box can be
used to specify the macro type and a logical name for the current macro, which is different to the
filename. This logical name for the macro is displayed in the ARCON 3D Window and Door
Designer macro dialog box. If the macro is not assigned a logical name, the filename is displayed
in its place.

If the Use preset parapet wall height selection is used, then the value entered in parapet wall
height is transferred with the macro to ARCON 3D.
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7 Context menus

Panels context menu

The context menu for a panel is opened by right-clicking the relevant glass opening. The following
commands are available:

Clear: Deletes the selected panel

Properties

:

Opens the Panel properties dialog box for the relevant type

Components context menu 

The context menu for a component is opened by right-clicking on the component. The following
commands are available:

Clear: Deletes the selected component

Properties

:

Opens the Panel properties dialog box for the selected component

Fittings context menu 

The context menu for a fitting is opened by right-clicking on the handle or hinge. The following
commands are available:

Clear: Deletes the selected fitting

Propertie

s:

Opens the Panel properties dialog box for the selected fitting

Dimension lines context menu 

The context menu for a dimension line is opened by right-clicking on the component. The following
commands are available:

Clear: Deletes the selected dimension line

Propertie

s:

Opens the Panel properties dialog box for the selected dimension line.

Apertures context menu 

The context menu for an aperture is opened by right-clicking on the aperture. The following
commands are available:

Clear: Deletes the selected aperture
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Properties

:

Opens the Panel properties dialog box for the selected aperture

SEE ALSO:

Rectangle type - panel properties dialog box

Arrangement tab - panel properties dialog box
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8 Keyboard Assignments

General functions

F1 Opens the online help system.

Del Deletes the selected element (panel, component or dimension line).

Controlling the view

Home Scrolls the view to the top left corner.

End Scrolls the view to the bottom right corner.

Page up Scrolls the view upwards (large increments)

Page down Scrolls the view downwards (large increments)

Scrolls the view left (small increments)

Scrolls the view upwards (small increments)

Scrolls the view downwards (small increments)

Scrolls the view right (small increments)

Numeric keypad:

Scrolls the view left (small increments)

Scrolls the view upwards (small increments)

Scrolls the view downwards (small increments)

Scrolls the view right (small increments)

/ Minimum zoom

* Maximum zoom

- More zoom 

+ Less zoom

0 Show all
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9 Enhancements in ARCON 3D

General tab

This dialog box is opened by double-clicking an existing Window macro, i.e. a window generated

and planned using the Window Designer, in Construction mode, or by clicking the   or 
buttons with the right mouse button.

Dimensions section

This section is used to specify the width and height of the window opening. Any mitres or grooves
are taken into account in the calculations. If the selected Door or Window macro does not have the
dimension lines Height and Width, this functionality will not be available. 

Note: Height and Width are fixed, i.e. if you delete these dimension lines in the Window and
Door Designer add-on module and replace them with your own, with different names, you will
not be able to change the opening size in ARCON 3D.

The Sill height can be entered, either from top edge or top edge/floor, regardless of the
Measure from floor check box. 

The option Create only wall opening can be used to turn the generation of all window
components on and off. Window sills need to be deactivated separately as required.

The Stop… button opens the Stop dialog box where you can select inner or outer stops, and

change the stop dimensions for the window. A description of this dialog box can be found, if

required, in the section Window stops in freely designed windows in your  ARCON 3D

documentation. For plain wall openings, there is no option for defining the stops. 

Macro selection section
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A Door or Window macro is selected simply by clicking the left mouse button. If there are
sub-folders, double-clicking will open these sub-folders.

The  button can be used to change from one sub-folder to the higher level directory. Window
macros are stored in:  <Eleco folder>\Program\Standard\Window\Macros\

Door macros are stored in: <Eleco folder>\Program\Standard\Doors\Macros\

The display type for the Window macros available can be switched between large icons and small

icons using the  button. 

Note: These window and door symbols are automatically generated.

Textures section

The textures for the window frames, window sills and panel in-fill materials can be set here, for the
interior and exterior.

The component drop down list allows you to specify the component that you wish to edit. The
texture drop down list then allows you to specify the texture for the current component. Note that
you can also specify either the inside or outside of each component.

Windows sill section

In addition, the window sills can be activated and deactivated separately for both inside and

outside. The window sill thickness can be assigned both positive and negative values. Accordingly,

the window sill will then be constructed, starting from the sill height, into the window opening or into

the masonry below. The dimensions for the window opening and sill height are not affected by this.

Advanced tab

Dimensions section

Select a dimension under Name and change the value under Length. During the selection
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process, the relevant measurement is automatically highlighted in the display. Measurements with

the same name are treated as one measurement and can therefore be changed using just one

input.

Conversely, a dimension can also be selected directly in the Window display using the left mouse

button. Simply clicking the mouse will automatically select the relevant measurement under Name,

and set the input focus in the Length box. Double-clicking will open a dialog box for entering the

value.

Frame section

This section is used to change the width and thickness of the window frame. This does not affect
the width and thickness of vertical bars and horizontal bars.

Panel section

Select a panel under Name and change the properties of the panel in the input boxes underneath.

The width, thickness, overhang and seam depth for each frame can be modified. During the

selection process, the relevant panel is automatically highlighted in the window preview.

Conversely, a panel can also be selected directly in the window display using the left mouse

button. In this process, the relevant panel is automatically selected under Name and the input

focus is set in the Width box.

Corner window edges

This section can be used to specify whether any mitres are to be included, separately for the left
and right.

Window preview 

The following functions can be carried out in the window preview:

Select dimensions and edit them directly.

Select panels and change their properties.

Select and edit window and door fittings 

Create and edit frame components

Create, modify and delete bars (context menu).

Context menu for bars

Right-click inside the glass opening for a panel in order to access the bar functions.

Context menu for the new bar

This menu entry activates an additional sub menu:

Between two points

This menu opens a dialog box where a new bar can be defined numerically using two points.
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From a point with length and angle

This menu opens a dialog box where a new bar can be defined numerically using one point, and
by specifying the length and angle.

Load bar layout... context menu

Opens a dialog box where a bar layout can be loaded from the bar layout catalog. Any existing
bars are deleted in this process.

Instructions on how to add to or change the bar catalog can be found in the section Expanding the
bar layout catalog (see also Transferring the window macros to ARCON 3D).

All bars context menu

This menu entry activates an additional sub menu.

This will allow you to either to delete the bar or change the dimensions from the properties menu.

Clear.. context menu

Deletes all existing bars on that panel.

Properties... context menu

Opens a dialog box to change the properties of all bars in a panel.

Context menu for a select bar

If there are bars in a panel already, these can also be selected individually. When a bar has been
selected, right-clicking on it will open a special context menu. This menu for an individually
selected bar contains the following options:
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Move... context menu

Opens a dialog box to move the selected bar. The move is carried out relative to the current
position of the bar.

The are three options to move a bar:

Relative

Absolute (relative to panel). The movement is relative to the lower left corner of the panel. 

Absolute (relative to aperture). The movement is relative to the lower left corner of the
aperture.

Extend... context menu

Opens a dialog box to lengthen the selected bar. Values for lengthening the bar can be specified at
the start and the end points. If the bar is too long, the glass opening will be automatically cropped
at the edge.

Rotate... context menu

Opens a dialog box to rotate the selected bar.

Clear... context menu

Deletes the selected bar.

Align... context menu
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Once this command has been selected, a second bar needs to be selected so that the bar
selected first can be aligned in relation to it. Use this command to align a bar to another bar on a
different panel, for example. The components axes are always aligned together in this process.

Position... context menu

Opens a dialog box containing the height and width of the glass opening for the panel, and the
coordinates for the start and end points for the selected bars.

Properties... context menu

Opens a dialog box for changing the width and thickness of the selected bar.

Context menus for door and window fittings

If your door or window contains hinge or handle fittings, you can activate a context menu by right
clicking on the fitting object. 

Move

Rotate

Clear

Deletes the selected fitting object.

Load object

The Load object menu will activate the catalog of window and door fittings.

Select the desired handle or hinge. The selected handle will then appear in the 3D view. The
ARCON 3D standard and ARCON 3D extended options contain additional handles.

Context menu for frame components

If you right click on a frame component then the following dialog box will display:
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This will add an additional frame component. You can modify the width and thickness or delete the
new frame component.

Context menu for interior/exterior views

If you right click in an empty space you will activate the following context menu:

This menu will allow you to switch between the interior and exterior view of your door or window.
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